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Throughout this paper G will be a finite group, p a prime, k a field of
characteristic p, and N the set of nonnegative integers {O, 1,2, ... , }. It is well
known that if M and N are kG-modules which are not in the same block, then
Ext~O<M,N) = 0 for all n EN. In this paper we shall be concerned with the
converse of this result. This and related problems have been studied recently in
[3,4,8-10]. We shall prove
Theorem 1.1. (a) Let G be a p-constrained group. If M and N are irreducible
kG-modules in the principal block of kG, then there exists r E N such that
Ext~G(M, N) ¥O.
(b) Let G be a p-soluble group. If M and N are irreducible kG-modules in the
same block of kG, then there exists r E N such that Ext~G(M, N):f' O.
We note that in Theorem 1.1(a), neither the hypothesis that Gis p-constrained
(see [9]), nor the hypothesis that M and N are irreducible even if G is p-soluble
(see [8, Example 1.7]), can be dropped. Also Example 3.1 shows that the
conclusion of Theorem 1.1(a) for nonprincipal blocks is in general false. Finally
Example 3.2 provides an example of a non-p-constrained group G such that
Extto(M, N) ¥ 0 whenever M and N are irreducible kG-modules in the same
block of kG. This answers a question asked by Willems.
The following theorem gives information about the possible values of r in
Theorem 1.1:
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Theorem 1.2. Let the notation be as in either Theorem 1.1(a) or (b).
(i) If M or N is projective, then Ext~o(M, N) oF O.
(ii) Suppose M or N is not projective. Define 1= !GIOp,(G)I, b =211p s» is
odd and b = lI2 if P = 2. Then there exists n E: N such that n :s;lI4 and (21- 2)lp,
and Ext~~b"'(M,N) oF 0 for all mE: N.
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 follow from
Theorem 1.3. Let P = Op(G), let A be a maximal abelian subgroup of P, let V be
a nonzero k[GIP]-module, and define b=2G:A. IfCo(P)~PoF1, then there
exists n EN such that n :s; 2(G ; A - P: A) and IG/14, and H n + bm ( G, V) oF 0 for all
mEN.
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are deduced from Theorem 1.3 in exactly the same way
as [9, Theorem] is deduced from [8, Corollary 1.5]; the details will be omitted.
Notation. We shall use the notation IGI for the order of G, Op(G) for the largest
normal p-subgroup of G, and Op,(G) for the largest normal subgroup of G which
has order prime to p. If A :s; G, then CoCA) will denote the centralizer of A in G,
resa,A the restriction map from H*(G, k) to H*(A, k), G: A the index of A in G
and if this equals par where a, r E Nand r is prime to p, then we set (G: A)p =v'.
For an abelian group B, we set nCB) = {b E B Ib" = 1}. Suppose V and V are
kG-modules, and (): V~ V is a kG-homomorphism. Then ker () and im () will
stand for the kernel and image of () respectively, U* for the dual kG-module
Homk(U, k) of U, and we define u" = {u E U lug =u for all g E: G}.
2. Proofs
The following lemma is rather similar to [8, Lemma 3.1]; weaker results in the
same spirit are [4, Lemma 3] and [10, §2]; thus we shall only sketch the proof.
Lemma 2.1. Let A:s; B:s; G such that A <l G and B is an abelian p-group. Write
H = Ca(D(A», 1= IGIHI and q = (H: B)p' and suppose Q is an indecomposable
projective k[ GIH]-module.
(i) There exists n EN such that n:S; q(l-l) and Q is a direct summand of
resH ,AH 2n +2/Qm(H , k) for all mEN.
(ii) If p = 2 and B is elementary abelian, then there exists n E N such that
n s: q(l-l) and Q is a direct summand of resH,AHn+/qm(H, k) for all mEN.
Proof. (i) Let K be an extension of k of infinite degree, and let {gl' g2' ... , gl}
be a set of coset representatives for H in G. By [l0, Proposition 1], there exist
natural monomorphisms
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such that if S is the K-subalgebra of H*(A, K) generated by aHom(J2(A) , K),
then S is a polynomial ring whose linear terms are the elements of
aHom(n(A), K). Since G/H acts faithfully on Hom(n(A), k), there exists
0"" u E S n H 2(A, K) such that ugj "" ugj whenever i # j. Since the restriction
map from Hom(n(B), K) to Hom(n(A), K) is onto, there exists v E H 2(B, K)
such that resB,Au = u. We now use the Evens norm map [6]; if t = (H: B)/q, then
(see [1, pp. 103 and 135])
reSH,AnormB,H(l + v) = 1 + tuq + terms of higher degree.
Thus defining wE H 2q(H, K) to be the homogeneous part of degree 2q of
nermB,H(I + v), we see that resj, AW = tu", It follows that if x = 1 + W + ... +
1 1 '
W - , then resH,Ax E S and generates a nonzero free k[G/H]-module (see [10,
Theorem 1]). Consequently there exists n E N such that n s: q(l-I) and a
K[G/H]-submodule U of H 2n(H, K) such that Q ® K== U"=' resH,AU ~ S. Also if
y = rr:=l wgp then ymg = v" E H 2/mq(H, K) and 0 # resH,Aym E S for all mEN
and g E G. Therefore U == Uym and Q ~ K-== resH.A Uym ~ H2n+21qmCA, K),
hence Q is a direct summand of resH.AH2n+2Iqm(H, k) as required.
(ii) This is similar to (i), except we choose u E H 1(A, K) and U E H1(B, K)
such that resB,A v = u ¥- 0 and ug j ¥- ugj whenever i # j, and note that H*(A, K) is
a polynomial ring. 0
Lemma 2.2. Let H <I G, let V be a kG-module, and let Q be a projective
k[G/H]-module such that QG #0. If Q is a direct summand of Hn(H, V), then
Hn(G, V) ,.f0.
Proof. (Cf. [8, Lemma 3.3]). Let
be a resolution of k with projective kG-modules. Then Hn(H, V) is the nth
homology group of the complex
and Hn(G, V) is the nth homology group of the complex
Since HOIDkG(P j , V) == (HomkH(Pjl V»G and the isomorphism is natural, we see
that Hn(G, V) is the nth homology group of the complex
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••• -?, (Hom kH(Pn _ ll V»G -?' (HomkH(Pn , V»G
~ (Hom kH(Pn+ ll V)f~ .. '.
Now Q is a summand of Hn(H, V), hence Q is a summand of ker rp/im e. Thus
im eEB Q is a k[GIH]-submodule of ker '1', so QG c;;, Hn(G, V) and we conclude
that Hn(G, V) 7'=0. 0
Proposition 2.3. Let P be a p-subgroup of G, let V 7'= 0 be a kG-module, let
1 == Po < PI < ... < P, == P be a central series for P such that Pi <J G and
CG(P;IPH) == Co (fl(P;I PH»' and let A;I Pi- I be an abeliansubgroup containing
P/Pi- I (l::5i::5e). Define Qi=CaCP/Pi-l) (1::5 i s; e), 1=IGIQ11. q=
(QI: A1)p,
e
f= 2: (Ql n ... n Qi-l n Qi: QI n·· . n Qi-l n Ai)p
i=2
(Q n .. · n Ql-r-L'Q n .. · nQ.-1)1 ,-1' 1 I'
and suppose Q I n Q2 n··· n Qe acts trivially on V (e> 0 and f= 0 if e = 1).
(i) There exists n EN such that n ::5 2f + 2q(l- 1) and H n+ 2q/m(G, V) ~ 0 for
all mEN.
(ii) IfP =2 and Ai is elementary abelian (1 ::5 i::5 e), then there exists n E N such
that n::5f +q(l-l) and Hn+qlm(G, V) 7'=0 for all mEN.
Proof. We shall use techniques from [3, Theorem 4.4] and [4, Lemma 4]. We only
prove (i), since the proof of (ii) is similar, using Lemma 2.1(ii) whenever Lemma
2.1(i) is used in (i). Also, (ii) is not essential for the proof of Theorem 1.3, but
we include it since it will often give better values for nand b in Theorem 1.3 in
the case p =2.
We shall use induction on e. If e = 1, the result follows from Lemmas 2.1(i) and
2.2 since H*(Qp V)~H*(Q1'k)®Vas k[GIQI]-modules, so we may assume
that e > 1. Write Z == PI' Q = Q 1 and consider the LHS spectral sequences
E;S(V) = Hr(QIZ, HS(Z, V» ~ Hr+s(Q,V) ,
E;S(k) = Hr(QIZ, HS(Z, k» ~ Hr+s(Q, k) .
Observe that these spectral sequences are k[GIQ]-modules, and (see [5, Section
3]) that E;*(V) is an E;*(k)-module for t=2,3, ... , 00. Also
E;S(V):: HrCQIZ, HSCZ, k)0V):: HrCQIZ, V)0HS(Z, k),
E;S(k):: HrCQIZ, k) 0 HS(Z, k) ,
where GIQ acts diagonally on the tensor products.
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Using induction, choose a smallest such that HQ(Q/Z, V) ~O; note that a $.2!.
Then E~o(V) # 0 and the minimality of a forces E~o(V) = E:o(V). If R is the
projective k[ G/Q]-module with simple head k, then application of Lemma 2.1(i)
shows that there exists· bEN with b $. 2q(l- 1) such that
E~o(V) Q9 resQ,zHb+2qlm( Q, k) contains a copy of R for all mEN. SinceE~b+zqlm(k) '?:E resQ,ZHb+Zqlm( Q, k) [5, p. 227], we deduce that E:°(V) ®
E~b+Zqlm(k) contains a copy ofR for all mEN. Now E:*(V) 4 E~*(V) because a
is minimal, hence we have a commutative diagram
Therefore R is a direct summand of E~b+zqlm(V), and hence also of
HO+b+Zqlm(Q, V), for all mEN. With n = a + b, the result follows from Lemma
2.2. 0
Proof of Theorem 1.3. It is clear from Proposition 2.3 that H*(G, V) #0; we
must verify that the values for band n will work. If P = P, > .. ,> Po =1 is the
fastest descending central series of P with elementary abelian factors, then Pi <1 G
(1 $. i $. e) and Pe- 1 is the Frattini subgroup of P. Thus Qe = CO(Pe/Pe-I) = P
and we can apply Proposition 2.3(i). In the notation of Proposition 2.3, since
q(l-1) + f $. (G: A - QI: A) + (QI: A - QI n Qz: A) +...
+ (QI n .. ·n Qe-I: A - P: A)
=G:A- P:A
and ql divides G:A, Theorem 1.3 follows unless 2(G:A-P:A»IGI/4. This
forces IAI $. 7 and hence either P = A'?:E 7L/p7L or IAI =4. In the latter case we
can use Proposition 2.3(ii) instead of Proposition 2.3(i) (because each P/Pi - 1 is
elementary abelian, and QI = G if A is cyclic), and the above argument yields the
result, since G: A - P: A $. IG 1/4. Thus we need only check the cases when
P '?:E 7L /p 7L with p :~;?, and this can be done by inspection. 0
3. Examples
Example 3.1. Here we shall construct a p-constrained group G and two irreduc-
ible kG-modules M, N in the same block such that Extko(M, N) =O. Let H be
the simple group Lz(l), let q # P be a prime, let F =7L/q7L, and assume that k
contains the field with pZelements. Choose A to be a finitely generated (7L/p7L)H-
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module such that A H = 1, and for convenience write A multiplicatively. Set
B = FQ9FHF[A XI H], G = B XI (A XI H), T= BH (=B XIH).
Clearly Gis p-constrained (because A H =1). Since B =:' FA as FA-modules, we
can view B as FA and then the action of H on B is induced by the action of H on
A. If C = E aEA\l Fa, then B = FEB Cas FH-modules and T/ C =:' F X H. Let L be
a nontrivial one-dimensional kF-module regarded as a kT-module via T--'>
T/C--'> F, and let '£1, N be the two p-dimensional irreducible modules of kH (see
[2, Section 30]) regarded as kT-modules via T --'> T / C --'> H. Finally set
M = Mt ~ and N =Nt ~ .
We now show that G, M and N have the required properties. First note that for
aEA, the module L0a~B has centralizer a-1Ca= Ea'EA\l Fa'a, hence
L Q9 a~B 'F L ~B whenever a ¥-1, and we deduce that T is the inertia subgroup [7,
p. 86] of L~B' Since M~H and N~H belong to the principal block of kH, it follows
that '£1 and N belong to the principal block of kT and we deduce that M and N
belong to the same block of kT. Application of [7, Theorem V.2.5] now shows
that M and N are irreducible kG-modules which belong to the same block. Hence
(see [9])
Extka(M, N)=:'Exth(M, N) (d. [11, Lemma 7.1])
=:' H*(T, M* <8l N) =:' H*(H, '£1* Q9 N) = 0
because ('£1* <8l N)~H is a simple projective kH-module (in fact, the Steinberg
module).
Example 3.2. Let G be the simple group of order 60 and let k be a field of
characteristic 5. Then Gis non-5-constrained, but it is easy to check that if M and
N are irreducible kG-modules in the same block, then Extka(M, N) ¥-O.
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